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when looking at this collection of photographs by anibal angulo, a line from an 

early octavio paz book came to my mind: “the poet committed the crime of 

severing the umbilical chord, of killing the mother on our behalf. it is for the new 

poet to find the woman.”

anibal, a new photographer has discovered the new woman.

i quote,  from my new novel “fantasmas aztecas”: “...women are imaginary 

beings, related to the manticore, the hypo griffin, the amphisbaena and the 

catoblepas, women do not exist, what exists, at any rate, is the space that the 

woman would occupy (if she existed), it is a series, it is a succession of ideas 

about the woman, of what a woman should be.”

or as jaime sabines puts it: ” in the edge of air (what to do? what to say?) there 

is a woman still”.

anibal never falls into photographic shutter-print naivety.



and i was thinking about this as i was turning the pages over and over again, 

and saw these women forming out of sand, of water, of dazzling white, hardly 

captured in the negative, disfigured, deconstructed, successive, accumulated, 

somehow desperate to come out, to come to light, to life, to representation, 

always.

there is controlled excess in anibal’s work.

a determination to find a different order, a boldness to go beyond, as if, with both 

control and despair, he is trying to reach something unreachable, something 

that he pursues because it fills him with rapture and strengthens his willpower 

and passion, and even a certain hopelessness.

the waves that lick the shore seem delusional.

they can and cannot be contained

“under the water, inside the water, open up, put a light on your eyes, look at her 

well”: sabines

a wave after the other, they release their secret, letting you see a woman, a 

certain woman, and this new woman is just being born in the dawn of a new 

century.

they try to complete the figure of a woman.

his photographs represent what is going to happen and what is happening, the 

things to come and the things that have come to pass, the remote things and 

the close things, that which could be and that which can never be.

his eye behind a camera is the perfect recipe for both producing and destroying 

meanings.

the last pictures in this book somehow imply the end of representation and the 

start of something that is not yet finished.

nature is a living whole.

anibal discovers its metaphors.



different versions of venerable myth of the great goddess, of being dazzled 

before the loved woman, of the estrangement before the virgin, the mother, the 

killing giver of life, the one who does not understand, the mysterious one, the 

contortionist.

it is not a modern myth; it is the (modern) version of the myth.

unconscious passivity of the absolute, a phase of a still passive conscience and 

the appearance of activity or energy.

carnage, sexuality, dissemination and spiritual contemplation.

possessed by her delusion, the goddess dances again.

representation of movement or decomposition and overlapping of positions of 

a body in motion.

a rebellion against kodak pseudo-art.

photography as a manual and visual art.

the maya world of phenomena, an illusion.

getting close to marcel duchamp as an homage to his “nude coming down the 

stairs.”

octavio paz says: “eroticism lives within the border between the sacred and the 

cursed.”

the theme of these pictures is criticism, the idea that destroys itself endlessly 

and endlessly renews itself.

anibal’s game is a complex one, because the combinations are not just 

photographic but visual, mental, critical and ironic.

anibal knows he hallucinates.

photographs as caresses.

the caress in not just a rub or a brush, but a kind of modeling.

when caressing another person, their flesh is born between my fingers.



caressing is the whole of the ceremony that incarnates the other. ” in your back, 

wherever  you are, if you turn around quickly, you shall see it”: sabines

a trap set to the other to relinquish sight and freedom and become a presence 

that is offered.

it is an incitement, an attempt to incorporate the desired being so it cannot 

escape and I can live under its gaze.

no matter how tender or ardent a caress may be, it is always driven by a wish 

to render the other harmless, to disarm them, to transform them into an object 

and lock them up inside the boundaries of pure presence, so it will not transcend 

all over.

the photographs in this book are caressed with the computer by anibal, the 

cursor modifies, deletes, recomposes, alters.

through his photographs, he petrifies and hauls the one that with her look, had 

him glued to her.

no longer exposed to this woman’s gaze, as if he were insidiously getting back 

to her, he is no longer dependent-or perhaps he is still, but only on his craft- he 

is possessed by the pleasure of representing his inner visions.

there is no surrender whatsoever in the tussle of consciences.

the soldier on leave remains a fighter.

a warrior’s breather is also a ploy of war.

the feminine is not invisible or mysterious, but transparent

the clarity of an instinct is met by the instinct of clarity.

the struggle for expression is “unique” in anibal’s case.

this struggle is made visible trough his photographs.



may the very ugly ones forgive us, as drummond said: “ a very hard woman 

to create, an almost impossible woman to conceive, to contemplate, to 

understand”.

this will be arranged.

there is no freedom within the surf.

waves make an effort to be confused with each other and wish to reveal the 

true woman that is unique, different, authentic, possible.

“seaweeds, branches of fish, eyes of castaways and tea flutes sing to her, take 

a good look at her”: sabines.

they think they can. They cover the beauty of this frail feminine body completely, 

and anibal is watching.

the loved woman is in a state of permanent resurrection.

anibal scrutinizes and deciphers her constantly, but she gets away, she never 

fits perfectly into the discourse that is best suited for her, she mocks all efforts 

to surround her: that’s why he has to use intuition to catch her.

“at the mountain, laying on the grass, if we take a good look, a woman”: once 

again, sabines.

love, everybody’s oblivion is a calling to the other.

this intoxicating evasion sobers up someone living under her empire.

instead of being seen from above, dominated by a panoramic view or heard 

with suspicious ears, a woman is harbored, and this hospitality fulfills the 

metaphysical meaning of the communion in love.

“in the mines, lost, thin, also a shadow, roots of dark silver quench her thirst”: 

sabines



in love, thought has a possibility to open up to a new truth when that new 

woman is confronted face to face, and thought repeats its own certainties, and 

presents a threat to representation when a woman is felt, surrounded, engulfed, 

understood.

laymen do not forgive artists for claiming property over all of the world’s 

problems, for personalizing them, for obscuring them, for sending them back in 

a language that excludes everyone else.

“in the air, concealed as a leaf, there is always a woman” :sabines

it is the viewers that make history.

photographs are just a starting point.

a kind of art that forces the viewer to become an artist and a poet.



i m a g e s



I –1980    

with open breasts she stands

             proud amidst the waves.



II- 1980    

to shun the everlasting 

mirage of dawn.

III – 1980    

encounter amongst shadows



IV – 2002    

your body, heavy as a drowned ship.





V – 1975-02    

laying on the beach of this dream.

VI – 2002    

fire freezes the hands.



VII – 2002    

cliffs where seagulls feed on mist

IX – 2002    

provinces of sand 

the edge of your reef



VIII – 2002   

seas of dust blow deaf music into my ears.



X – 2002  

there is but one permanent idea

on the water’s mind: sinking

XI – 2002   

yellow music treks up to the High Courts of the sea.



XII – 2002   

no one was expecting you 

at the other shore of disorder

XIII – 2002    

like an anchor 

that did not know how

 to get to the bottom



XV 

wooed by the surf, greeted by the sea 

XVI – 2002    insatiable someone 

             drank the sea,

 insatiable someone

 swallowed the sun.



XVII – 2002   

i have seen fish burn at the heart of the disaster.

XVIII – 2002    

in the middle of Nowhere, we are the silence.





XIX – 2002    

everyone has a way 

to look at the stars



XX – 2002   

of grief,

of terrible fear,

the wave is born

XXI – 2002   

the sea at night is a woman in heat



XXII – 2002    

a winged stampede across the vast sea.



XXIII -  2002 

a statue, an effigy, a line of light that I see.



XXIV – 2002     

the salt of age 

that has swathed your flesh



XXV – 1975-02     

and then we understand 

that the eternal is just flesh.



XXVI – 1975-02    

the magician that was needed by my hat.

XXVII – 1975-02    

your waist, cracked by the scream of the braided sun



XXVIII – 1975-02    

all that is left is the bitter aftertaste

that poisons the air.



XXIX – 1975-02     

snail turning to shipwreck by  so much sea.





XXX – 1975     

how they squeeze, bite, lick, rub each other!

how they feel like dying without each other!



XXXII – 1975     

outside, the sun comes out,

 the day shaves, 

the lovers remain alone, always.

XXXI – 1975-02    

in the night of their bodies,

 alone with that thirst, 

with that yearning.



XXXIII - 1975    

a long battle is the one
fought  in bed, oh enemy of mine



XXXIV – 1975    

i am raided by your scent,

 my sense of smell turns to a rhino raising its armor.



XXXV – 1975-78     

the true lover does not know the word “enough”

XXXVI – 1980-02     

only love can make the key to open up closure



XXXVIII – 1981-02  

saliva leaves moist gaps

XXXVII – 1981-02     

the tongue recognizes betrayal and scorn



XXXIX – 1981-02    

a mass where all cardinal points converge.

XL – 1981-02     

releasing ants to swarm around your bloodstream.



XLI – 2002     

ghosts that inhabit the girths



XLII – 2002     

the breeze brings back your salty and bitter fragrance.



XLIII – 1981    

only silence can tell which wind will carry its scent.

XLIV – 1981     

we are made of water, tiger and apple tree



XLV – 1981

flesh boils when touched by memory



XLVI – 2002

in that other more blue, 

more scattered stupidity of the sea



XLVII – 2002     

your craft can only be accentuated

by the one but last wave

XLVIII – 2002    

my teeth bite the insurmountable distance.



La Paz, Baja California, Mexico 1943

He taught Engraving at The National School of Visual Arts of UNAM 

(University of Mexico) from 1986 to 1996, where he also taught 

Experimental Photography from 1983 to 1993.

He has travelled all over the world as a photographer, working for 

important publishing houses of Mexico.

He is a member of Salon de la Plastica Mexicana  (Mexican Hall of Visual 

Arts) since 1976 and co-founded the Contemporary Art Forum and the 

Mexican Photography Council in 1978. 

As president of the MPC, he organized the Third Latin American 

Colloquium of Photography in Havana in 1984, and the First National 

Encounter of Photography in Pachuca, Mexico in 1985.

He was a member of the Board of the Museum of Modern Art of Mexico 

in 1983. He founded and directed the Institute of Culture of Southern 

California from 1994 to 1999 and organized the First Meeting of Visual 

Artists of Northwest Mexico in La Paz in 2001. 

He has been Fellow of the National Endowment for the Arts and Culture 

of Mexico since 1999.

Aníbal 

Angulo Cosío

Raúl Antonio Cota:   XI, XV y XXV.

Ramón Cuellar:   XXIV, XXX XL, XLVII, LXV y XLV.

Eduardo Langagne:  XXXII, XLI y XLIII.

Vicente Quirarte:  XXXII, XXXIII, XXXIV, XXXV,    

    XXXVI,XXXVII, XXX, XXXI y XLII. 

Rubén Rivera:  I,XXVI, XXVII, XXVIII, XXIX, LII, y XLVIII.

Dante Salgado:  XVI, XVII, XVIII, XIX, XX, XXI, XXII y  

    XXIII.

Leonardo Varela:  II, III, IV, VII, VIII, IX, X, XII, XIII y XLII.

Texts taken 

from the 

poems by 

the following 

authors:



1972  E.Munich Gallery, Mexico City (Photography)

1975 Rene Meyer Gallery, Mexico City (Photography)

1976 Casa del Lago (UNAM) Mexico City(Photography)

 Galería de Bellas Artes, Toluca, Mexico (Photography)

1978 Salón de la Plástica Mexicana, Mexico City (Photography)

 Rene Ampiris Gallery, Valle de Bravo, Mexico (Photography)

1982  Proteus Gallery, Mexico City (Photography)

1983  Carrillo Gil Museum Mexico City (Photography and Drawing)

1985  Foro de Arte Contemporáneo, Mexico City (Photography)

 Casa de la cultura, Juchitán, Oaxaca. (fotografía)

 Cámara de Senadores, Mexico, City. (painting)

 Casa del pueblo, Guanajuato, Guanajuato. (graphics)

1986 Casa de la Cultura. Tulancingo, Hidalgo, Mexico. (graphics)

1987 Escuela Nacional de Artes plásticas, UNAM, Mexico City.    

 (graphics)

 Galería Carlos Olachea Gallery, La Paz, Baja California, Mexico.   

 (graphics)

 Galería de la Ciudad, Mexicali, Baja California. (Photography)

- First Prize (shared) in the contest “The child and the structure” held at 

Caracas, Venezuela in 1971.

- First Prize (shared) at the Photography Biennale of  Salón de la 

Plástica Mexicana (Visual Arts Hall) of INBA(National Fine Arts Institute 

of Mexico) 1980.

- First Prize  in the National Print Contest of INBA and Fundación Cultural 

Cervantina E. Ferrer, 1988.

- Third Place of the Ciutzamala 88 contest of printing sponsored by the 

Government of Jalisco, Mexico.

- First Prize Printing, in the 2nd Northwestern Arts Biennale sponsored 

by the Government of Sinaloa, Mexico, 1989.

- Honorable Mention for Engraving  in the Diego Rivera Biennale 

sponsored by the Government of Guanajuato, Mexico 1992.

- Third Place Painting in the1st Painting Biennale sponsored by the 

Government of Sonora, Mexico, 1999.

- Acquisition Prize in the First Baja California Biennale of Painting “Carlos 

Olachea” sponsored by the Government of Baja California Sur, Mexico, 

2003.

Awards Individual 

Exhibitions



2002 “Memoria de la piedra”. Touring Exhibition in the northern   

 Mexican States of Sonora, Sinaloa and Baja California.

 “Salamar”, “Carlos Olachea” Gallery. La Paz, Baja California,   

 Mexico. (Painting and neo-graphics) .

 “Todos Santos”. Gallery Todos Santos , Baja California, Mexico.   

 (neo-graphics)

2003 “Insomnio de sol”, Casa del lago, UNAM, Mexico, City.    

 (graphics)

 “Las bañistas”, “Carlos Olachea” Gallery, La Paz, Baja    

 California, Mexico. (photography)

 

1988 Touring exhibition in the State of Tamaulipas, Mexico. (painting   

 and graphics)

1989 “En el mar la vida es más sabrosa” Escuela Nacional de Artes   

 Plásticas, UNAM, Mexico City.(painting and graphics) 

 

 “El canto del Caudel” Colegio de Bachilleres, Mexico City.           

 (Graphics and Photography)

 “Cantos del mar”, Touring exhibition in Nothern Mexico,   

 Organized by INBA. ( Photography, graphics and painting)

1990 University of Colima Gallery, Colima, Mexico. (graphics)

1998 “Arrecifes”. Touring Exhibition in the northern Mexican  States   

 of Baja California, Sonora, Sinaloa, Durango,Baja California Sur  

 and  Mexico City. (painting and sculpture)

 

 “Iluminaciones” Galería Universitaria. University of La Paz, Baja  

 California, Mexico (painting and sculpture)

1999 “Islario”. Touring Exhibition in the Mexican southeastern States  

 of Campeche, Yucatán, Quintana Roo, Veracruz and Tabasco.   

 (graphics)

2002 “Páramo de Luz” in  La esquina del Arte Gallery, La Paz Baja   

 California, Mexico(Painting and sculpture)
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